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Lu Cangqiong was almost to death.

Just now He Lanshan and Ferguson Wu respected him like a father and a teacher.

But who could have thought that after only a while, the two men began to call him an old
dog.

Lu Cangqiong has lived for so many years, except for Mark, a lawless person, who has
never been so despised and insulted to him.

But now, even the two of He Lanshan dare to insult him like this.

However, for Lu Cangqiong’s anger, the two of He Lanshan didn’t even pay attention to
it.

However, although the two of them didn’t say anything, they already greeted Lu
Cangqiong’s eighteenth generation ancestors in their hearts.

Don’t talk about scolding him, He Lanshan kicked Lu Cangqiang’s heart to death.

This old bastard is a half-length man, so he didn’t want to lie down on the bed at home
and wait to die, but he came to Wrilfill to pretend to be forced.

Of course, if this old thing bullies some powerless people, it’s fine.

But for Te Niang, this old dog actually provokes a “fairy” like Mark?

Returning to the rich Gritsberg, also respected.

Now it seems that they are nothing more than two old dogs with no eyes.

“Ciao!” “Don’t hurt us if you want to die?” He Lanshan wailed in his heart, and he almost
urinated.

I greeted Lu Cangqiong’s eighteenth generation ancestors over and over again.



Originally, He Lanshan had no grievances with Mark, it can be said that the well water
did not offend the river water.

Even before, He Lanshan gave Mark a glass of wine. From this perspective, Mark and
He Lanshan have no grudges, and it can even be said that they have some friendship.

But now it’s alright, just because Lu Cangqiong, the old immortal, wanted to punish Mark,
he was also trapped in it.

“Ciao!” “I’m going to be smashed to death by this old dog~” He Lanshan couldn’t help
crying without tears, and couldn’t help howling in his heart.

“Huh?” “Lu Cangqiong?” “Which Lu Cangqiong?” “It’s also your Noirfork leader?” When
Li Hongze heard the name, he frowned, obviously not knowing this person.

Think about it, although the Lu family is a red giant, but at the peak of Lu Cangqiong, it
was just a secretarial next to some bigwigs.

The reason why he is respected and respected is entirely because he has lived long
enough, and his seniority is big enough. Although there is no credit, it is still a bit hard
work.

Therefore, if it is not a matter of principle, many people will leave this old man alone.

Even He Lanshan came to greet him in person, not because of Lu Cangqiong’s own
prestige, but because of his son’s face.

Therefore, Li Hongze would really not remember the name Lu Cangqiong for a while.

“No, he is the old man of the Lu family of Gritsberg, and Lu He’s old father.”

At this time, some of the subordinates who followed Li Hongze to Wrilfill had heard of Lu
Cangqiong and immediately explained to Li Hongze.

“Huh?” “Lu He’s father?” “A member of the Lu family in Gritsberg?” “So, then Lu He is
also involved in this matter?” “He is so bold!” “Mr. Chu belongs to the country.”

The pillar, the god of the pillar country, is a talent that is difficult to produce in a hundred
years in the hot summer.”

“If this forces Mr. Chu to become an enemy of our hot summer, then Lu has a hundred
heads, and it is not enough.”

“This For some people, if the position is higher, it will be easier to float.”

“Now, call Lu He immediately.”

“From Gritsberg to here, it takes an hour and a half by plane.”
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“I will give him two and a half hours, and let him rush to Noirfork immediately and kneel
down to apologize to Mr. Chu!” Hearing that this matter had something to do with Lu He,
Li Hongze suddenly became furious.

After all, the people deep in their position, living in the world, to a large extent, represent
the country.

In other words, the current attack on Mark is very likely to make Mark misunderstand
that it was the Guo Family who wanted Mark to die.

It is undoubtedly equivalent to pushing Mark to the opposite of the country.

It is no trivial matter to forge a life and death feud with a titled master.

Li Hongze knew that a certain country in Africa was almost wiped out by that titled
master because it offended a titled grandmaster.

In the end, we called for help from the World Martial Arts Alliance, which received the
support of the martial arts forces of the international community, so that the country
would not be slaughtered by the titled master.

It is conceivable that a titled master has what weight to a country!

But now, someone actually used a public weapon to kill the titled master without
authorization. After Li Hongze learned about it, how could he not be furious.

“But before we came, Lu He was receiving foreign guests. I think I should let him come
again tomorrow?” his subordinates persuaded.

“Don’t say accepting foreign guests, even if he is creating people on Mars now, he must
roll to Wrilfill immediately!” “If he can’t make it, let him apologize with death!” Boom~ Li
Hongze said this too harshly. It was He Lanshan and others, their faces pale in fright.

Lu Cangqiong himself, his old face trembled even more, and his whole body trembled.

He staggered and almost fell on the ground.

After a long time, Lu Cangqiong trembling body, walked out, in the weakest tone, said to
Li Hongze: “Don’t…don’t call him.”

“This… this matter has nothing to do with Xiao He, it’s me. I made my own claim and ran
out without permission.”

“All the responsibilities, I will bear it alone.”



“Follow..

It has nothing to do with Xiao He.

“Lu Cangqiong’s words trembled, just a few words, but it seemed as if his whole body’s
strength had been drawn away. Lu Cangqiong, who had been flying from the sky before,
was proud and prestigious and majestic, but at this moment, he scattered all his
possessions. Edge and majesty. Pale face, facing Li Hongze, talking tremblingly. Li
Hongze looked at the old man in front of him, expressionless, and there was anger in his
eyebrows. “You just Lu old?

“I didn’t remember it for a while, I remember it now.”

“I remember, you should be regarded as a very senior veteran in the summer.”

“But Lu Lao, since you are old, you should stay at home honestly and live forever.”

“Rather than come out to rely on the old to sell the old, to make trouble for the country!

“Li Hongze said in a deep voice, speaking slowly and calmly, but every word, every
sentence, contains a great deal of importance. “Do you think that you have a high level
of generation, great prestige, and a strong background, you can use the momentum?
Overwhelming, fearless?

“To tell you the truth, Mr. Lu, those you are proud of are nothing compared to Mr. Chu.

“Don’t say you are alone, but the total weight of your entire Lu family is not enough for
Mr. Chu!

“I advise you to pray, Mr. Chu didn’t resent Hot Summer because of your confusion.”

“Otherwise, if our country loses such a talent in the pillar country because of your stupid
behavior, I will sacrifice your Lu family in the summer!”

“
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